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Speed-Up! 9, Beyond the Limits! is a collective
work created and designed by the Department
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Author:
José Montero Lezama
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Jaime Morales Brenes
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Speed-Up! is a five-level cohesive program that
guides students into the process of learning English in a
developmentally appropriate pace through different
activities or tasks and specific meaningful contexts
and real-life scenarios. By using the Communicative
Approach and the Action-Oriented Approach, students
will be able to interact and develop the four skills
(speaking, listening, reading and writing) in a pleasant
and exciting way through activities such dialogues,
songs, games, projects, among others.

Beyond the Limits!
EVN
EVNEDUVISIÓN
EDUVISIÓN

What is more, the program enables students to use
the Information and Communication Technologies
(ICTs) as a way to learn English in a world that
demands fast and effective communication.

M

ain components

Speed-Up! includes essential questions, dialogues, songs, scenarios,
vocabulary in context, work in pair activities, and surveys to keep students willing to
use the language more and more. Age-appropriate exercises, appealing songs and games
introduce young students to experience English by practicing the four skills.
Every unit encloses –beyond the school activities– critical thinking tasks, cooperative
learning and systematic grammar activities integrating all four skills. As a consequence,
these abilities favor linguistic competency in a pedagogical scaffolding that will allow
learners to use their abilities when using English as a second language. At the end of every
unit, they can self-evaluate their own progress using the CEFR descriptors in order to monitor
their own development.
Opening Unit: Each unit begins with
the themes. A picture-scenario allows
students to activate previous knowledge
and introduces the main topic in a reallife situation. The essential question fosters
understanding and critical thinking.
Let’s Talk: This section previews the
meaning and the usage of the target
vocabulary and structure in context by a
conversation or a chant.
Vocabulary: This division presents and
introduces target vocabulary in the lesson.

How long Have you been
exercising?
Themes
1. Let’s Workout.
2. Once Upon a Time I Enjoyed…
3. Try It.
4. The Most Fun I’ve ever had.
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hear.
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1. Match
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pictures with

a. Pilates
e. Tourname

The Magical World of Apps

What’s an “app”?

tip

m. Swimming

nships

Essential Question
Have fun?
How do most teens in Costa Rica
to have fun?
In your opinion, what’s the best way
19

A. Vocabulary

1. Use the words and phrases below to complete the sentences.
a. downloads

b. last updated

d. visitors

e. Waze

g. TripAdvisor

h. Snapchat

c. Do you use

e.

f. Line

last week.

b. My WhatsApp was

d. How many

c. photo editor
10

has this web site had?

a. How many

or

to go to a place you’ve never been to?

does this video have?

is used to send photos while
organize your pictures.

f. I use

from the cha

f. Climbing
j. Hiking
n. Champio

to make free phone calls.

is used to

for her final

an essay.

activities.

an activity

b. Yoga
nts

i. Walking

An “app” means
application and it
is used on mobile
devices.
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2

2. Complete

rt.

c. Spinning
g. Camping
k. Riding

d. Athletics
h. Skating
l. Fishing

tests.

G. Speakin

g
1. Talk to
a partner.
Tell him/her
going to.
abo

Remember to Use: In this section, a brief and
clear description of the structure of content
studied throughout the unit is provided by
controlled and personalized practices.

mple:

Remember
To use

Regular verbs in past ending ed.
worked

Dance

danced

Play

played

Sank

Thank

Sink

Think

Saw

Thaw

H. English
in

1. Talk to your classmates
entertainment options.

Documentaries

You
Classmate
1
Classmate
2
2. What is your opinion on:
a. National TV in your country…
b. Cable TV
c. Internet TV

Movies

La Tour NC Tower

Soap
YouTube
Sitcoms
operas
Videos
The
Canada NC Tower is a well-known landmark in Toronto. It is one of the city’s top five
best attractions. It is open from 9:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. This magnificent tower is located
in the heart of downtown Toronto, between the Rogers Centre and Bremner Boulevard. To
plan your visit you must get a La Tour CN Tower ticket. In order to get there quickly and
avoid lines, the Tower offers a CityPASS which includes a faster access through an express
elevation (if visited before 11 a.m. and/or after 7 p.m.).
Once you are at the top, you can take an Edge Walk, visit the 360 Restaurant, ascend in
a glass-fronted elevator to the LookOut Level and experience a glass floor and an outdoor
Sky Terrace. Additionally, you can book one of its venues for an important event. Among
its facts, this tower is considered one of the Wonders or the Modern World. It is topped by
an antenna that serves as a telecommunication hub for many television and FM radio and
telephone signals. Every year this icon is visited by 1.5 million people. This is, no doubt, a
renowned architecture jewel, a must-visit place in Toronto. Its height breaks into the skyline
at 553 meters. Needless to say, this ambitious Canadian industry project is one of the most
celebrated icons in the city of Toronto.
world? TV?
about the main issues around the

fought

hide
have

heard
left

12

Phonics Time: This section introduces
learners to the ability to listen, to identify or
even to manipulate sounds in spoken words
in order to achieve linguistic and phonemic
awareness.

Use:

Reading: Uses a variety of real-world text
types and adaptive songs and chants that
develop a variety of reading skills such
as skimming, scanning and/or inferring
meaning from context.

unknown—

informed
3. What is your favorite way of getting
of mouth?...
Radio? Newspaper? Internet? Word
82

“Don’t judge
a book
by its cove
r”
unknown—

English in Use: Offers idiomatic expressions,
proverbs and phrasal verbs related to
the unit as a way to achieve linguistic
competence.

169

162

Project: Offers pupils the opportunity to
participate in a process-oriented project
centered on student. Furthermore, students
will be capable of using ICTs to create artistic
and authentic material that sums up the
scenarios and domains that go beyond the
classroom setting.
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drank

get

Means…

1. Read the passage and underline all those ideas you find in the Simple Passive.
programs of the following
and find out which are their favorite

caught
73
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E. Reading:

G. Speaking:
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Wrap-up: Encourages students to review
vocabulary, structure, and functional language
through different activities.
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the parts of
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1. Look at
s may be repea
Some word

a

Character

b

Layout

a comic strip.

.
s from the chart

Use the word

I can

c
d

Speech ballo

n

g

Tier

h

Frame

i

Gutter

if you understand

the topics in the

Descr iptors

Can understand
main
talks related to news ideas and key words on TV, radio,
or
of unexpected situation
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Can assess differen
t types of persona
lities and reaction
when facing unexpe
s
cted situations.
Can understand
a small group discussi
more native speake
on between two
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rs about unexpe
cted events.

Panel

f
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Listening

Caricature

e

statements

1. Check the Can-Do

Cartoonist

Review

unit.

Almost

Fine

Unit 6

Thumb
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bought

/f/ Laughed

Unit 6

Thin

/dʒ/

E. Let’s Practice

/tʃ/ Watched

hear.
1. Listen and check the word you

/θ/

be

1. Complete the
questions and answers
with the correct
verbs given.
Yet
form of the Present
Perfect. Use the
Jet
a. A:
you ever
(play) volleyball?
Yolk
studied
Study
B: Yes, I
, lots of times.
Joke
b.
shopped
A:
Shop
you
Year
(do) Pilates?
B:
No,
sentence.
I
Negative
. What’s it like?
Jeer
Affirmative sentence.
They didn’tc.see
A:a movie.
the game
I watched a TV show last night.
the news.
Min didn’t likeNo,
(start) yet?
It
Luis watched cartoons yesterday.
. I’m waiting.
2. Can you
WH question
d. A: Where
think of more
I watched a sitcom.
Min
examples
of the mini
(go) fishing?
Which show did you watch?
B: She
mal pairs
Short answers.
/j/ and /dʒ/
Yes-No question.
fishing to many places.
?
/j/
didn’t.
e. / A:
shemany
No,
How
Yes, she did.
competitions
Did Irina watch westerns?
you
B: I
(be) in?
/dʒ/
in any.
E. Phonics Time
/d/ or /ed/, depending on the
2. /t/,
can be pronounced
Comple
te the chart with
“ed” at the end of the regular verbs
the
corresp
onding form of the
last sound of the verb in simple form.
irregular verb.
/ed/
/d/
SIMPLE
/t/
FORM
3. Compare
SIMPLE PAST
/t/ Visited
(All the others)
/k/ Talked
PAST PARTICIPLE and share your lists
with a class
/d/ Needed
/ i or vowel /
mate.
be
/p/ Stopped
Played
/s/ Kissed
/l/ called
break
begun
/ʃ/ Brushed

/s/ and /θ/

Sin

er to use

/j/

Spelling:
Work

kend. Rem
emb

class.

going to ……
H. Phonics
. (She / he)
is going to
Tim
……. with
Minimal pairs e:
…..
with /j/ and
sound/dʒ
/dʒ/. The
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soun
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r J. A lot of d /j/ is usually spel
1. Listen
led with lette
words diffe
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r Y while the
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the one you
e two soun
hear.
ds.

Simple Past Form

and negative sentences
Use DID in questions, short answers
Use the verb in past.
Do NOT use DID in affirmative sentences.

as in Spanish
The sound /s/ is usually pronounced
taking out the tip of
while /θ/ is pronounced like /s/, but
with the upper teeth.
the tongue and making contact
/θ/ is usually spelled th.

Sum

This weekend
, (name) is

Use DID with all subjects.

Language Tip: Presents real-life information
about culture around the world in regard to
the lesson and the topic. It helps introducing
folk wisdom and/or other conventions of the
language.

/s/

s for the wee

This weekend
, I’m goin
g to …….
2. Now repo
with …..
rt your conv
ersation to
the rest of
Exa
the

D. Chart #2

Let’s Practice: This branch focuses on
speaking and writing activities using the
vocabulary and grammar studied throughout
the lesson.

F. Phonics Time: Minimal pair sounds

ut your plan

Example:

Spoken Interaction
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Reported Spee
in unexpected situation
s.
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different situation
s.
in
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t
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examples
lists, word section
s, the179
teacher.
dictionary or the

is often
disagreement
c. “Honest

a good sign

Writing

I can-statements: Gives a clear and measurable
learning outcome based on the CEFR descriptors.

146

Can write a narrativ
e paragraph, give
examp
experiences related
to unexpected situation les of personal
structures, spelling
s, check
and look for mistake
s.
Can exemplify using
my own ideas when
expressions, technic
using new
al vocabulary or
proverbs.
152

Audio-Icon: Represents the conversations and chants that you can hear on the CD.
3

Scope and Sequence

Unit 1

Units

Themes

Remember to
use...

Vocabulary and
Phonology

1. Let’s Work Out.
2. Once Upon a Time I Enjoyed…
3. Try It!
4. The Most Fun I’ve Ever Had!

Present perfect simple,
affirmative, negative,
yes - No questions,
present perfect
continuous, for and since,
modals of obligation,
ability, permission,
possibility, comparatives
and superlatives.

Vocabulary:
Free time activities, collocationsverbs, past activities.
Phonology:
Minimal pair sounds /v/ and /f/,
/ɜ:/ and /ɔ:/.

1. Past, Current and Future Media
2. Virtual Communities and
Networks
3. New Media and Public Safety
4. The Magical World of Apps

Future simple tense
Future with be going to
Future continuous
Tag questions.

Vocabulary:
Educational social media, types
of media, social media and
apps.
Phonology:
Minimal pairs with /j/ and /dʒ/,
/ ʃ / and /s/.

1. What’s on TV?
2. The Best Show Ever...
3. Through the Lens of a
Documentary
4. Daily News

Simple present tense
routines, facts, opinions,
Simple past form,
auxiliary did, regular and
irregular simple past
verbs, present perfect
form (already and yet).

Vocabulary: types of TV shows,
streaming, into the film industry,
kinds of journalism.
Phonology: homophones,
Minimal pairs /s/ and /z/, /s/ and
/θ/, /ed/ pronunciation of regular
verbs.

1. Success vs Fame
2. National Role Models
3. Contributions of Outstanding
Figures to Society
4. Breaking News: Read all
About it

Past perfect (P.P) and
simple past (S.P.),
third conditional, past
progressive or past
continuous.

Vocabulary:
Success, fame, role models,
idioms, philanthropy.
Phonology:
Minimal pair sounds ŋk / ŋ,
t / d , variant vowels and
diphthongs –oi / -ou.

1. Home Emergencies
2. Emergency Situations
3. Unanticipated Appointments
4. Making a Complaint at a
Restaurant

Wh - questions and
direct questions, future
will and going to, future
continuous: extended
future vs a closer
future, present perfect
continuous.

Vocabulary:
Home emergencies, traveling,
making appointments, services,
emergency warnings.
Phonology:
Pronouncing third person / simple
present tenses, silent letters “kn
– wr – gn”, minimal pair sounds
/ʧ/ -vs- /ʃ/.

1. Nirvana or Pearl Jam?
2. Comic Strips / Comic Books
3. Writers’ Bios
4. Costa Rican Amazing Legends...

Reported speech,
simple passive, second
conditional / If + past
simple … would + verb,
agree or disagree? connectors.

Vocabulary: Literature genres,
comic strips / comic books,
biographies, Costa Rican
legends and folk tales.
Phonology:
Minimal pair sounds v/b.

How long have you been
exercising ?

Essential Questions:
How do most teens in
Costa Rica have fun? In
your opinion, what’s the
best way to have fun?
Pages 7 - 34

Unit 2

What will the future bring?

Essential Questions:
What does social media
mean to me?
What are the pros and
cons of using social
media?

Unit 3

Pages 35 - 64

My Favorite TV show is …

Essential Question:
What impact does
television have on our
lives?
Pages 65 - 94

Unit 4

What’s on the news?

Essential Questions:
How do ordinary people
and outstanding figures
contribute to their society?
Do you think public figures
in your country contribute
enough?
Pages 95 - 122

Unit 5

Being Assertive

Essential Questions:
How can we react
positively in unexpected
situations?
Have you been in a
dangerous situation?
Pages 123 - 152

Unit 6

Tell me a story

Essential Questions:
Which writers do you
recognize in the opened
book?
Can you mention some of
their books?
How can literature change
the way we see the world?
Pages 153 - 181
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Learn to do

Learn to be and live in
community

Learning
outcomes
My Projects…

Students know how to use
the present perfect simple
and P.P continuous structures,
affirmative and negative
questions. Also learners will know
the purpose of some modals
and the use of comparatives
and superlatives.

Use appropriately the different
past participles and the use of
‘been’, ask questions, provide
affirmative and negative
answers. Distinguish between
perfect tenses accompanied
with key words. Students will be
able to make comparisons
and recognize the best of
something.

Share vacation activities and
experiences, introduce recent events
related to life pastimes, use and express
slang within the contents of the units
applied to real life do’s and don’ts, and
be able to compare things and leisure
activities, demonstrate opinions about
the best choices.

Learners know how to structure
future tense ideas using a
simple form or be+going to, or
continuous, also students learn
how to confirm agreement
using tag questions.

Practice expressing future
events and plans using an
appropriate structure, and also
exercise confirmation on some
questions.

Demonstrate a sense of belonging
through cultural, family and school
pragmatic events, also sharing opinions
and feelings about virtual communities
in a technological world. Share
understanding and the value of media
and apps.

The use of the simple
present and past simple
tense structures, respond in
affirmative and negative ways,
using auxiliaries to question,
recognize “ed” regular verbs
spelling and pronunciation.

Practice using auxiliaries
embedded in present regular
activities and past events,
showing positive statements
or disagreement, and how to
better express these tenses
through drills and phonic
exercises.

Point out likes and dislikes about TV
shows, make conversation about past
habits about television, film industry,
and entertainment behind the big
screen, also be able to pick up mindful
thoughts about media experiences so
far accomplished.

Decode the past perfect
structure and in conjunction
with the simple past tense, know
the third conditional tense and
its unreal situation embedded,
understand when to use past
continuous form.

Describe how to combine
past perfect and simple past
structures, take away different
ways to use the third conditional
for unrealistic situations, be able
to use progression ideas.

Be able to explain a sequence of events
using a combination of past structures;
recognize the factual situations from
unreal ones in terms of a desirable
ending or different result; investigate
and be able to share scientific national
contributions.

Understand the difference
and need when making
informative questions vs direct
ones, structure future tenses,
and using present perfect
continuous form.

Practice asking the right
question to get the right answer;
how to use different ways to
express future events; pointing
out specifics on unfinished
activities.

Using the language learned to express
risks, emergencies and recognition of
warnings, also state future actions and
examine its results and logistics; giving
details about past, present and future
actions.

Know how to report speech
and structure it, recognize the
passive voice ideas, action
vs agent; know the use of the
second conditional in regard
to wishes.

Practice indirect speech and
its steps; through activities,
understand the importance of
the action and not the subject
instead. Practice hypothetical
situations.

Be able to successfully express what
someone said, give value to original
ideas and author’s rights; give credit
to actions done and keep focus on
its relevancy; express unreal situations
at the speaker’s present time; respect
use of agreement and disagreement
language.

“Advertising a New
Gym” p. 29
“Summer Camp
Timetable” p.30
I can statements p.34

My Project…
“Conducting a Survey
about Media”
“Spending Time on
Media” p.60
I can statements p.64

My Project…
“Creating Your Own TV
Guide” p.90
“Producing a trailer
(short video)” p.90
I can statements p.94
My Project...
“Interviewing
an activist or
philanthropist” p.117
“Preparing a Charity
Campaign” p.118
I can statements
p.122
My Project...
“Calling 9-1-1” p.146
“Creating an
Emergency Call List”
p.147
I can statements
p.152

My Project...
“Prepare a Play Based
on a Legend” p.177
“Create your own
Comic Strip” p.177
“Conducting a
Literacy Fair” p.178
I can statements
p.181
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Unit 0

Learn to know

Welcome to Speed-Up! 9
Let’s meet our friends!

Hi!
I’m Min.

Hello!
I’m Samuel.

Hello!
I’m Luis.

Hi!
I’m Felipe.

Hello!
I’m Susana.

Hi!
I’m Irina.
Hello!
I’m Valentina.

Hi!
I’m Carlitos.

